Corporate Summary 2016/17
Contract for Difference &
Capacity Market activities

Our vision…

is to be at the heart of the
delivery of the UK’s goals
for secure, affordable and
sustainable electricity
LCCC’s Guiding Principle
is to maintain investor
confidence in the CFD
scheme and minimise
costs to consumers.1

The Low Carbon Contracts Company (LCCC) is an independent, non-profit
private company owned by the Secretary of State for Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy (BEIS). We were established to be the counterparty to Contracts
for Difference (CFDs) for large scale, low carbon electricity generation under the
CFD scheme. As the counterparty to CFDs, our role is crucial to delivering the
government’s objective of “ensuring that the country has secure energy supplies
that are reliable, affordable and clean”.2
This is reinforced by our role in managing payments to reliable capacity providers
under the Capacity Market scheme on behalf of our sister company, Electricity
Settlements Company (ESC).

LCCC is providing:
• strong independent governance
• commercial skills and industry knowledge
• a close working relationship with government,
industry and other key stakeholders
• a focus on delivering better outcomes
for the UK.

 ow Carbon Contracts Company Framework Document, available at https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/
L
uploads/attachment_data/file/338353/FINAL_LOC_Co_FWD__2_.pdf
2
DECC, Single departmental plan: 2015 to 2020: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/decc-single-departmental-plan2015-to-2020
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Highlights for 2016/17
CFD scheme3

Capacity Market scheme4

33 facilities
(2 generated in 2016/17)

133 participating companies
(46 were active in 2016/17)

Managing payments
first CFD
payments
made to a solar farm
in June 2016

109 meters
tested
for capacity providers
successful in 2015
Transitional Arrangement
Auction

first Capacity
Market payments
commenced in
October 2016

Managing CFDs
nuclear CFD
signed
for Hinkley Point C
power station in
September 2016

Quality
Assurance

649MW
of CFD capacity
became operational

for Allocation Round 2
CFD standard
template contract

Delivering excellence
built Nostradamus
a new demand
forecasting model during
July to December 2016

advised
BEIS
on changes to Capacity
Market and CFD
Supplier Obligation
regulations

IT system
migration
onto an independent
platform in
October 2016

Legend:
CFD
Capacity Market
CFD & Capacity Market

3
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 3 facilities, of which 5 are phased projects, resulting in a total of 41 contracts under management with commissioning dates between 2016/17 and 2025/26
3
133 companies, holding between them a total of 1,585 valid capacity agreements across future delivery years, of which 46 were receiving capacity
payments in 2016/17
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Our Portfolio
CFD

Portfolio Power: MW per technology*

CM

†

Portfolio Power: MW per technology**
CCGT

4,270MW

22,062MW

44%

41%

Nuclear

Coal/biomass

3,200MW

10,480MW

33%

19%

Biomass Conversion

Nuclear

1,065MW

7,878MW

11%

15%

Onshore Wind

CHP and
autogeneration

+ CHP

Offshore Wind

687MW

+ CHP
+ CHP

ACT

4,604MW

7%

9%

Dedicated Biomass
with CHP

OCGT and
Reciprocating Engines

/

299MW

3,400MW

3%

6%

Energy from waste
with CHP

Storage

94.75MW

2,710MW

1%

5%

Advanced Conversion
Technology

Interconnector

2,362MW

59.4MW
0.6%

4%

Solar PV

Hydro

21.84MW

679MW
1.3%

0.2%

DSR

209MW

Total: 10GW

0.4%
Oil-fired steam
generators

17MW
0.03%

Total: 54GW
*Installed capacity estimates or final installed capacities (Drax and Charity Farm) from the CFD register on 31 March 2017
**CM MWs per technology from National Grid, Early Auction Capacity Market Auction for 2017/18, p6: https://www.emrdeliverybody.com/Capacity%20
Markets%20Document%20Library/Early%20Auction%2017-18%20Provisional%20Results.pdf
†
locations for CM facilities shown on the map (opposite) represent generation of 290MW and above
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“We are managing a diverse and
interesting portfolio. As these
projects progress by the mid-2020s,
CFD generation could represent
a considerable proportion of the
market – providing electricity for
up to a third of total demand.”
Neil McDermott
Chief Executive

CFD projects
CM projects
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Corporate report

Our role
Our primary responsibility is to act as the counterparty to CFDs and manage
them throughout their lifetime, ensuring that all our low carbon generators meet
their obligations under the CFDs. This also involves managing the Supplier
Obligation Levy that funds CFD payments, which we forecast using sophisticated
forecasting and power price models. In addition, we manage Capacity Market
payments on behalf of our sister company, ESC, as well as holding credit cover
for Capacity Auction participants and conducting meter assurance which is
required before the successful applicants can start receiving payments.

Roles across the two schemes to deliver clean, reliable, affordable electricity
CFD

Capacity Market
Policy objectives

BEIS

LCCC

National Grid

ESC

Ofgem

Change control

Change control

Supply chain process
Minor & necessary modifications

Credit cover

Allocation

Auction
Agreement management

Contract management
Meter verification
Settlement
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The schemes
Both the CFD and Capacity Market schemes have become fully operational this
year, with LCCC now managing payments under both schemes. The schemes
are beginning to produce results in support of the electricity market objectives
set by the government:
• reliable, affordable and clean5
• attracting new sources of investment in the UK infrastructure
• making the market fairer.

“There’s a lot of transformation
in the energy market and
governance system. LCCC
is administering two of the
most critical tools that will
guarantee our security of
supply and decarbonisation
going forward.”
Alex Coulton
CFD Policy and Strategy Manager

©Dudgeon
Installation vessel Sea Challenger and first turbine installed at
Dudgeon field. Dudgeon offshore wind farm began generating power
to 6,000 homes in early 2017. When fully operational, later in the year,
it will provide electricity to over 400,000 homes.

5

“We are moving from early
stage contract management of
the initial milestones to projects
that are now in construction or
are nearing operation. Some are
already generating or are going
to start generating in the next few
years. There’s a fundamental
shift in the maturity of our
business and the portfolio.”
James Rushton
Head of Commercial

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-business-energy-and-industrial-strategy/about
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reliable, affordable and clean
The CFD and Capacity Market schemes were designed by the government as
“market based” incentives that would work within the structure of the existing
electricity market to contribute to the government’s objective of clean and
reliable electricity, using competition to deliver affordability.

Creating a market fit for the future
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least cost
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This year both schemes have become fully operational, with LCCC making
payments to operational CFD generators and, on behalf of ESC, to capacity
providers across Great Britain. Outcomes in support of policy objectives
are beginning to emerge:
Table: outcomes in 2016/17
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Scheme

Outcomes

Net payments to
facilities under the
scheme in 2016/17

Total operational cost
(to nearest £100k)

CFD

649MW of low carbon
capacity operational

£92.1m

£11.7m

Capacity Market

620MW of reliable
capacity available

£9.2m

£2.9m
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Stages and processes of a CFD 15-year lifecycle

up to 6yrs from contract
signature to start of TCW
(for Round 1 CFDs)

Timeline

End of TCW is latest point at which contract can ‘go live’
and still receive a full 15yr term of CFD payments

Typically 12mths

up to 15yrs†

Start Date
12mths to
reach MDD*

Project activity

possible contract
erosion**

construction

Target
Commissioning
Window (TCW)

Pre-generation phase

CFD phases

Sign contract

Difference payments
for low carbon generation
from Start Date

Generator can start contract
at any point after TCW opens

*MDD: Milestone Delivery Date by which project must have met 10%
spend or significant financial commitment requirements (see glossary)
**contract erosion is possible if Start Date is after end of TCW
†
CFD expires 15yrs after the earlier of Start Date and end of TCW

Commissioning low carbon capacity
Commissioning was a key focus of our contract
management activity this year, as some CFDs
approached their expected start dates.
For a CFD generator to commission its plant
and be eligible for payments, it must satisfy
LCCC that it has complied with the Operational
Conditions Precedent set out in the CFD.
This includes demonstrating that it can meet
the requirement to generate at 80% of its
capacity estimate.

Longstop Date beyond which CFD can
be terminated if Start Date not achieved.
Longstop Date is 12mths after the end
of TCW (24mths for offshore wind)

A set of technology specific commissioning
conditions need to be met by generators
to evidence that they have met this 80%
requirement. To help the process LCCC has
set out its evidential guidance requirements for
certain technologies (e.g. offshore wind) and
published guidance on the definition of “Installed
Capacity” within the CFD. Between June 2016
through to March 2017, we had two renewable
projects which qualified for CFD payments by
fulfilling their Operational Conditions Precedent.
We expect several other projects to commence
generation in 2017/18.

Installed Capacity under the CFD by Fuel Type*
12,000

£92m net payments for
electricity generated during
2016/17 financial year

Installed Capacity (MW)

10,000

8,000

6,000

4,000

2,000

0
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

Solar PV

Offshore
Wind

Onshore
Wind

Advanced
Conversion
Technology

Dedicated
Biomass
with CHP

2025/26

+CHP

+CHP

ACT

Biomass
Conversion

2024

Energy from
waste with CHP

Nuclear

*Installed capacity estimates or final installed capacities from the CFD register on 31 March 2017
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Making a success of
the Capacity Market
From 1 October 2016, small scale generation generators and
Demand Side Response participants received payments to
provide security of supply, in many cases for the first time,
having secured an agreement a year earlier under the 2015
Transitional Arrangements Auction. In accordance with the
Capacity Market rules, LCCC delivered 109 meter tests and
made payments of £9.2m in exchange for 620MW of reliable
capacity to be made available to National Grid as system
operator. In addition, we advised BEIS on how the scheme
might be extended further to build on this success.
Alongside this new activity we continued to manage credit
cover for Transitional Arrangements and Capacity Auctions,
with the total credit cover managed this year being £211m.

©UKPowerNetworks
Leighton Buzzard – inside a battery storage facility
that received capacity payments in 2016/17.

Chart: total cost of capacity agreements by auction and year5
GW

Target capacity*

55

Legend
57

54GW

T-4 2016
52GW

T-4 2015
T-4 2014

Total
cost:
£400m

47GW

46GW

Total
cost:
£922m

Total
cost:
£900m

EA
Total
cost:
£1.3bn

TA
*target capacity
is set each year
for each auction

Total
cost: £17m
0.6GW

Oct ’16

6

8

Delivery Year
Oct ’17

Oct ’18

Oct ’19

Oct ’20

Oct ’21

 CCC estimate based on input data sources taken from www.emrdeliverybody.com and assuming that electricity suppliers
L
pass on the full costs of the Capacity Market charge and operational costs levy equally to all consumers. Note this does not
include operational costs of other delivery partners such as BEIS or National Grid.
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attracting new sources of investment
The CFD was designed specifically to
attract the new sources of investment
required for electricity generation in the
period to 2030, for example pension
funds or other institutional investors,
as policy-makers recognised the scale
of investment needed to replace the
UK’s ageing assets within a decade.7
CFDs provide long term price certainty
to low carbon plant, designed with the
aim of enabling investment to come
forward at a lower cost of capital.
Projects may change hands and/or new
investors can come on board during
the life of a CFD, which may involve
contract management matters that
LCCC needs to manage. In 2016/17,
several CFD projects announced the
involvement of new investors.

Allocation Round 2
From December 2016 onwards, as
part of our role as CFD implementation
coordinator, we worked to prepare for
the second CFD Allocation Round.
This included the creation of the
Allocation Round 2 Implementation
Plan and, working in collaboration
with National Grid, who administer the
application and allocation of the CFDs,
provision of stakeholder events and
FAQs to engage with potential applicants.
In addition to this, we assisted BEIS by
drafting certain amendments as well
as undertaking quality assurance of
the standard CFD template contract
to be used in the Allocation Round.

“The £290m budget pot for
the second allocation round
will enable our world-leading
industry to deliver significant
investment to the UK. The
competitive auction process
is continuing to drive down the
cost of offshore wind energy
at an unprecedented speed.”
Hugh McNeal
RenewableUK Chief Executive

©Banks Renewables
Banks Renewables is investing £237m in the
construction of three onshore wind farms. Once in
operation they will generate over 418GWh of low
carbon energy, powering more than 101,000 homes.

7

 he UK operates a liberalised energy market, in which the private sector finances and delivers most infrastructure”, National Infrastructure Delivery Plan
T
2016–2021, https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/520086/2904569_nidp_deliveryplan.pdf
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Hinkley Point C: investment
in new build generation
LCCC is involved in one of the biggest new nuclear projects in the UK for more than a generation.

LCCC signed the CFD for Hinkley Point C on
29 September 2016. A dedicated LCCC team
is managing the CFD which, at 3.2GW capacity,
is the largest project in our portfolio. It is
expected to commission in 2025.
The developer has stated that, during
construction, the project is expected to create
25,000 jobs and 1,000 apprenticeships, as well
as estimating projected economic benefits to
the local area in the region of £1.5bn during
construction and £2.4bn once the project is
in operation.
Once in operation, two UK reactors at
the plant are expected to generate enough
low carbon energy to power almost 6 million
homes and to provide up to 7% of the UK’s
electricity needs over the facility’s 60 year
lifespan. Generated electricity is estimated by
the developer to avoid 9 million tonnes of carbon
dioxide emissions per year; that is 600 million
tonnes over the facility’s 60 year lifespan.

Project timeline
UK government confirms
agreement for the construction
of Hinkley Point C

15 Sept 2016

29 Sept 2016

LCCC signs Hinkley Point C CFD –
marking the end of the of the project’s
development phase and formally
relaunches new nuclear construction

First Nuclear Safety Concrete Pour
using high performance, heavy density
concrete with special attributes that
improves reaction shielding efficiency,
structural integrity and durability

March 2017
“Hinkley unleashes a long overdue
new wave of investment in nuclear
engineering in the UK, creating
26,000 jobs and apprenticeships
and providing a huge boost to the
economy, not only in the South
West, but in every part of the
country through the supply
chains of firms, big and small,
that will benefit from investment.”
Greg Clark
Secretary of State for Business,
Energy and Industrial Strategy
15 Sept 2016

Hinkley Point C generation start date

2025

©EDF Energy
First concrete pour at Hinkley Point C took place in March 2017.
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making the market fairer
The schemes were intended to make the
market fairer by ensuring consumers do not
pay “over the odds” for their electricity and
providing greater access for new entrants.8
Enabling new entrants
The Capacity Market Transitional Arrangements
Auctions in January 2016 and January 2017
were aimed at new entrants. This year we
have engaged extensively with Demand Side
Response providers, who made up around
50% of those awarded capacity agreements in
2016, as well as small scale generators (2MW50MW),9 to enable them to provide the required
meter data in order to qualify for Capacity
Market payments.

“As advocates of the schemes,
we must continue to propose ideas
on how things can be improved
to ensure that the CFD acts as
an enabler to new innovative low
carbon projects; and that the
Capacity Market continues to
work well as it evolves.”
Ruth Herbert
Head of Strategy and External Relations

A better deal for consumers
Difference payments
CFDs have an inbuilt safeguard in that the
“difference payment” is a two-way mechanism.
While LCCC pays a difference payment to
low carbon generators where the wholesale
electricity price is lower than the strike price,
the generator pays LCCC a difference payment
when wholesale electricity prices rise higher
than the strike price. This protects consumers
from overpaying for new generation capacity.

Benefits of competitive allocation
The competitive allocation of CFDs in the
first Allocation Round (2014-15) has been
independently analysed as being expected to
reduce costs and deliver savings for consumers
of £0.4bn as compared with the projected costs
for the same volume of generation had it been
supported under the Renewables Obligation.10
The second Allocation Round is currently
underway and will determine the strike
prices for CFDs commissioning in 2021/22
and 2022/23.

Operational efficiency
LCCC has a responsibility to deliver the CFD
and Capacity Market schemes in a way that
minimises costs to consumers in line with our
Guiding Principle. Examples of this include:
• setting the CFD Supplier Obligation Levy as
accurately as possible (see case study on p12)
• acting quickly to revise the Levy by in-period
adjustments where there are material changes
to the underlying assumptions made when
the Levy was set
• simplifying our processes to reduce
operational costs – for example, we have
advised BEIS on changes to the Supplier
Obligation Regulations11 to speed up the
process of issuing refunds to electricity
suppliers where the Levy is “over collected”
in any quarter, which should ultimately
benefit both suppliers and consumers.

 EIS, Planning our electric future: a White Paper for secure, affordable and low-carbon electricity, July 2011, Ministerial Foreword, p3, https://www.gov.uk/
B
government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/48129/2176-emr-white-paper.pdf
9
National Grid, Final Auction Results: Transitional Capacity Market Auction for 2016/17, Appendix A – results by CMU,
January 2016, pp9-10: https://www.emrdeliverybody.com/Capacity%20Markets%20Document%20Library/Transitional%20Auction%202016%20-%20
Final%20Results.pdf
10
Grant Thornton UK LLP, Independent evaluation of the Electricity Market Reform, 2015, Cost of subsidy per unit of demand 2020/21,Figure 25, pp113,
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/468257/Independent_evaluation_of_Electricity_Market_Reform_-_Final_
report_-_14_....pdf
11
the proposed changes to the regulations are subject to Parliamentary approval
8
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Nostradamus: Setting
the Supplier Obligation
Levy accurately
Forecasting team
It is important for CFD generators, suppliers and consumers that LCCC sets the quarterly Supplier Obligation Levy as
accurately as possible. This is not only because the Levy ensures that we pay CFD generators on time, but also because
it is levied on all licenced electricity suppliers, who may pass the costs through to their customers. The Supplier Obligation
Forecasting Model (SOFM) is used to create the forecasts to set the Interim Levy Rate and Total Reserve Amount that
underpin payments to CFD generators. SOFM relies on a number of key input datasets, one of which is a forecast of
electricity demand. An in-house demand forecasting system, called Nostradamus, was developed by our forecasting
team to enable LCCC to try to produce more accurate demand forecasts than are currently available with the aim of
increasing the accuracy of our Supplier Obligation Levy forecasts.
“Nostradamus is a dedicated electricity demand
forecasting system that provides the input that
SOFM needs in order to make more accurate
supplier obligation calculations. It is based on
gross demand,* which is a unique measure of
electricity demand in the UK. We specifically
created Nostradamus for the CFD.
We needed something that was bespoke and
took account of embedded generation (wind
and solar, biomass and incinerator waste) as
National Grid’s demand forecasts do not.
It took six months to put Nostradamus
together, and although it’s early days, we
now we have a forecasting model that is
customised to our needs.

Though primarily a demand forecasting system,
Nostradamus can potentially do a lot more.
We can use it to correlate solar power
generation with local weather observations in
the area of our CFD projects in order to optimise
the operation of our forecasting models.
We can do the same thing with wind. Therefore,
we should be able to improve our forecasts of
power generation for all our weather dependent
CFD generators. It means we have a more
tailored forecast of how much each plant will
generate over a period of time.”
Jack Barber
Former Senior Modeller

*gross demand: total view of demand including electricity provided by embedded generation

How does Nostradamus work?
Electricity demand is driven by human behaviour and the level of demand at any point in time depends on many factors,
such as weather and calendar data (e.g. on weekends and bank holidays there is low demand, as there is less commercial
usage, whereas on weekdays there is high demand as there is more commercial usage). The effects on demand are
numerous, complex and often interwoven, and a large volume of data is required. Nostradamus, as an automated data
processing system, runs in the background, collecting all input information (such as solar radiation and temperature),
and running the forecasting algorithms. We are able to monitor forecasts that are generated through live dashboards.
This information feeds into the SOFM “determination runs” which calculate the Supplier Obligation Levy.
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Low carbon generation with CFDs

ACT

Reliable Capacity

*All GB licensed electricity suppliers
**Wholesale electricity market
†
CFD payments are a two-way process. Where the “reference price” is less than the “strike price”, LCCC makes a “difference payment” to the CFD generator
(see LCCC Annual Report 2015/16, p10).
‡
National Grid system operator manages the balancing of electricity supply and demand, drawing down on reliable capacity when needed.

to households: reliable electricity supply with increasing
proportion of low carbon generation overtime

Time

£

£

Strike Price (£/MWh)
Reference Price

Difference payments
for metered output

£
†

Capacity payments

Traded Electricity**

£

Electricity Price

Low carbon electricity

£

Electricity Suppliers*

The suppliers pay money to LCCC and ESC, which
we pass on to electricity generators through the
CFD scheme in exchange for low carbon electricity
and to capacity providers through the Capacity
Market scheme in exchange for reliable capacity
(including Demand Side Response).

Capacity Market
Supplier Charge
+
CFD Supplier
Obligation Levy

Reliable back-up

Electricity
Mains Supply

GRID‡

£££

Electricity Bill

Households pay suppliers for
electricity. These suppliers
trade in the electricity market
with generators.

How the CFD & Capacity Market schemes work

+CHP
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The CFD scheme provides future price
certainty aimed at enabling investment in
the new build low carbon generation needed
to power the country for years to come.
Households (and businesses) receive power
from those generating assets, which are
increasing the percentage of electricity
provided by renewable sources.

The Capacity Market scheme aims to ensure
a reliable supply of electricity, which helps to
manage the intermittency of some renewable
generation (e.g. wind and solar). Under this
scheme, ESC makes “capacity payments”
to capacity providers who commit to making
their generation capacity available or reduce
their demand at times of system stress.
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